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Testament Religion, in Theologische Studien und Kritiken, pp. 689-
740 (it is to be regretted that the author i.s an adherent of 
Wellhausen); 3. Friedrich Eduard Konig, Die Hauptprobleme der 
altisraelitischen Religionsgeschichte gegeniiber den Entwicklungs
theoretikern. Leipzig: pp. iv. 108. I would willingly speak more 
at large on this interesting and suggestive book ; .but the space at 
my disposal for this article is already exhausted. 

Berlin. HERMANN L. STRACK. 

BREVIA. 

Textual Criticism of The Two Ways.-The first 
section (Chapters I.-VI.) of the Teaching of the .Apostles forms 
a whole by itself, as is witnessed by its internal completeness as 
well as by the express declaration of VII. 1. For purposes of 
textual criticism, it also stands apart from the rest of the treatise 
on account of the comparatively great wealth of material that 
exists for reconstructing its text. l£ we agree that Barnabas de
pends on the "Teaching," and not vice versa, we have the following 
sources of information as to the text of the section on The Two 
Ways. (1) The Constantinople MS. (2) The fragment of the 
Latin translation brought to light by v. Gebhardt, covering I.-II. 
6. (3) The reworking in Barnabas, which draws from I. l, 2; 
II. 2, 3, 4, 6; III. 7-10; IV. 1-14; V. 1, 2 [VI. 2 ?]. (4) The 
reworking in the Ecclesiastical Canons, including great part of 
the text up to IV. 8. (5) The Apostolical Constitutions which 
incorporates great part of the whole t.ext. (6) We may add a few 
patristic citations, especially in the Sibyllines, Hermas and Clement 
of Alexandria, and, for the Latin version, Lactantius. 

A careful examination of the mutual relations of these wit
nesses acquaints us with the fact they part into two well-marked 
types : the Apostolical Constitutions and Constantinople MS. on 
the one sidr, with the Latin version, Barnabas and Ecclesiastical 
Canons on the other. The relation of Barnabas to the Latin 
version is, however, closer than that of either with the Canons. 

·With the one exception that the author of the Canons knew aud 
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independent 0£ the rest. 
table, as follows :-

( .I 
Egyptian text.) 
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I I 
Latin Version. Barnabas. 
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(Lactanti us.) 
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by Barnabas, each witness is entirely 
We may, thus, construct a genealogical 

"THE Two WAYS." 

I 
. I 

(Syrian text.) 

I 

Ecclesiastical Apostolical Constantinople 
MS. Canons. Constitutions. 

A glance at this table will inform us what combinations, on 
genealogical principles, are apt to be strong, and what are apt to 
be weak. 

Internal evidence 0£ groups thoroughly supports the conclusions 
at which we should arrive on genealogical considerations, except 
that the combination 0£ the Constantinople MS. and the Apos
tolical Constitutions proves somewhat better, and that of the 
Constitutions and Canons somewhat worse than we should have 
anticipated on genealogical grounds. Most 0£ the readings 0£ t.he 
first pair are, however, only apparently supported by it alone, the 
opposing readings being usually singular readings 0£ Barnabas or 
the Canons, the other documents £ailing. Whenever two or more 
witnesses oppose this group, it £ails to approve itself. So when 
we subtract from the readings 0£ the group, Constitutions plus 
Canons, those that appear to be accidental, nothing is left to 
suggest a closer relationship between the two documents than the 
table allows. Internal evidence of groups approves quaternary and 
all trinary groups, and especially gives its seal to such binary 
groups as the Constantinople MS. plus the Canons, the Constanti
nople MS. plus Barnabas, the Constitutions plus Barnabas. The · 
Latin version is, so far as we may judge from the meagre frag
ment that has been preserved for us, full of individualisms, but 
of the highest value in conjunction with other witnesses. 

In the light 0£ these investigations, I have gone very carefully 
over the text 0£ The Two Ways, and have to suggest the following 
emendatiomi of the Constantinople MS. It will go without 
saying that the internal evidence has been very closely scrutinized 
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in each case. I cite the doc11ment according to the chapters and 
verses of Harnack's edition. 

Title. Omit 8w8£Ka and possibly bracket Twv. 
Omit second title entire. 

I. 2. Read OD.TI' for 8£A~<TTJ'· 
Read 7roi~<ni<; for 7rofo. 

I. 3.-II. 1. Omit the entire section from d1:\.oy£tT£ to II. I 
inclusive. 

II. 5. Revers~ the order of if£v8~, and K£116-;;. 
Omit d,\;\Q. µqwrrwµho<; 7rpahi. 

II. 7. Insert olJ<; 8£ f.A£~<F£l<; after €;\~y~m. 
III. 4. Read plural, £L8wAoAaTpdai y£vvwvTai. 

Place 7rp6<; in the margin opposite £l<;. 
II. 5. Place 7rp6<; in the margin opposite £t<;. 

III. 9. Instead of ov KOAA'YJ8~<F£Tat T] ifvx~ <FOV read ov8t KOAA'YJ8~<FTJ 
f.K ifvx~• uov with the present reading in the margin. 

IV. I. Instead of Tov :\aA.ovVT6<; <rot, read Tov >..a>..ovvnf <rot, and 
insert 8o~a<r£t<; after ®£Ov, putting the present reading in 
the margin. 

Add [ a~ov] after µv'Y/ue~<TTJ with "add [8£] " opposite in the 
margm. 

Put in the margin opposite ®£Ov, "add [Ka~ 7rapa{n6v uoi 

ytv6µwov ~<; tw~<;]." 
IV. 2. Put f.7rava7rai'rrJ in the margin opposite --7raij-;;. 

IV. 3. Read 7rot~<F£t<; instead of 7ro8~u£t<;. 
IV. 6. Insert, [Zva lpya<r[J £t-;;] between 8W<r£t<; and Mrrpw<rtv. 
IV. 7. Reado instead of T]. 
IV. 8. Place "omit" in the margin opposite Tov (before f.v-

8£6µ,wov); and the same opposite the uvy- in <FtryKoivwv~<F£l<;. 
IV. 9. Place T~<; in the margin before 11£6T'YJTO<; and "omit" 

opposite the Tov before cp6f3ov. 

IV. 10. Insert [ <FOv J after 7rat8C<TKTJ· 
Place brackets around µ~. 
Place, "or on ~A8£v ov" in the margin opposite ov yap lpxErat. 

lV. ll. Insert oi before 8ovAot. 
Read vµwv instead of T]µwv. 

IV. 14. Transfer f.v lKKA'YJ<F['f to the margin . 
.Read aµapT~µara instead of 7rapa7rTwµara, With the latter in the 

margin. 
Bracket Ka£. 
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Add at end of the verse, dcf>o(3{a [®wi!]. 
Read rf>£1ry£T£ with Atav 7rp6u£X£ in the margin. 
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The text of the treatise is the gainer from all of these changes. 
Especially does the long omission in the latter portion of Chapter 
I., which is demanded on external and internal grounds alike, 
relieve it of many difficulties. 

Allegheny. BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD. 

Mr. Brown's Life of Bunyan.I-The Rev. John 
Brown, B.A., Minister of the Church at Bunyan Meeting, Bed
ford, has given to the world what will long be regarded as ihe 
standard Life of Bunyan. Ever since the appearance of that 
invaluable collection, Mr. Wylie's Book of the Bunyan Festival, to 
which a paper was contributed by Mr. Brown, students have looked 
to him as the fittest biographer of the Dreamer. He has spent 
years in the examination of the national records, of all available 
literature, of his own Church books-in the collecting and sifting 
of traditions, in the patient arrangement of his materials, and the 
result is a sound and thorough piece of work, which will-and we 
can conceive of no higher reward-permanently associate his name 
with that of Bunyan. There was obviously danger that Mr. 
Brown's painstaking labours should merely result in his furnish
ing material on which a more expert writer might work ; but 
this peril has been to a considerable extent overcome. Mr. Brown 
is no mean literary craftsman, and his book has been made 
additionally attractive by many beautiful illustrations. The 
main fault of the work is due to the writer's excessive modesty. 
He has taken great pains in compiling lists of editions, criticisms, 
and the rest, but he has to a large extent forborne to use his well
earned right to pass judgment on them. This is seriously to 
the loss of his readers. We miss a clear account of the sources, 
of the trustworthiness of the various editions and biographies, 
such as the greatest Bunyan scholar of the time could have given 
with authority. Reading between the lines, it is true, one may 
learn something. Students of literary history will find further 
illustration of Lord Macaulay's wonderful accuracy, and of Mr. 
Froude's scandalous ignorance and carelessness ; of the latter 

l London : Isbister. 


